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CLASSIC COLORED BEDDING

Linen fabric is a real magic for bedding due to its natural
qualities: excellent termoregulation, anti-bacterial qualities,
durability and easiness in care. It gives your body the
indescribable feeling of luxury and quality rest while its texture
provides relaxation. Linen is one of the fabrics that still stay
natural, and is produced without adding chemicals.



OFF-WHITE
M25

Natural
M29

OPTICAL WHITE
M27

LIGHT GREY
M22

DARK GREEN
M12

BABY BLUE
M30

DENIM BLUE
M26

Colored linen bedding can be produced from narrow linen
fabric or extra wide linen fabric. By choosing bedding from
wide linen fabric you win bedding with minimal amount of
seams.



Dual color linen bedding

Dual colour bedding set from colored wide linen fabric. Create
color contrast or match complimentary colours to create a
unique bedding set.

OFF-WHITE
M25

Natural
M29

OPTICAL WHITE
M27

DARK GREEN
M12

BABY BLUE
M30

DENIM BLUE
M26



Zipper closure Button closure

Envelope closure Ribbon closure

Bedding can be custom produced with your favorite closing
type: zipper, buttons, envelope or ribbons.



PILLOW COVERS WITH THRILLS FROM ALL 4 SIDES
PC5

PILLOWCASES WITH THRILLS ON ONE SIDE, PC6

OXFORD STYLE PILLOWCASES, PC7



Fitted bed sheetSheet with wide hem Standard top sheet

Natural and white linen bedding

Natural and white bedding sets - eternal classic that never
goes out of fashion! Bed cloths out of flax differs from any
other material. Dense fabric with pronounced structure, has a
nice touch and brings the true esthetic pleasure.



Striped beige linen bedding

Beige and natural linen bedding set with awning stripe
pattern. Bedding is made from stonewashed Lithuanian linen.
Perfect if you love natural linen, with rustic feel.



Blueberry print

Rich burgundy bedding sets made from middle weight highest
quality European Linen. The effect of „Blueberry“ leaves is
created by rotary printing. Although we use printing, finished
fabric still has a natural feel that is so soft you can’t feel the
image at all. Our printing method dyes the image into the
fabric, in an Eco-Friendly process that not dye while washing,
peel or crack.

P13 Burgundy



Japanese flower print

These printed linen fabrics are real pleasure to touch. They are
very soft and becomes softer with every wash. Special printing
technology, corresponding to Oko-Tex standards, ensures
suitability for children.

The bedding sets can be used on both sides. Two color
options: natural or printed white. Pillowcases fastened with a
envelope closure. Duvet cover ends up with buttons, ribbons
or zipper.

P1 natural

P2 white



Bedding with check pattern

Mid-weight linen bedding with check pattern. Natural colored
linen yarn with colored linen thread creates the graph check
pattern in weaving process.



Striped linen bedding VICHY

Woven linen fabric made from colored and natural yarn.
Beautiful 1.2 cm (0.47") colored yarn stripes are creating
bengal stripe pattern. The fabric is made without harmful
chemicals. It is mid-weight, closely-woven and stonewashed.
The fabric is finished in Lithuania.



Linen bedding BIRCH

A unique midweight 100% linen bedding with striped
pattern. A weaved in contrast color thread creating
optical illusion of lines. Stonewashed linen will give your
body an indescribable feeling of luxury and quality rest.
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GET IN TOUCH
We would love to hear from you

VISIT US

UAB LINO TAKAS

Lentpjuves 14 H,

LT-90117 Plunge

Lithuania

WHOLESALE
INQUIRIES

+370 687 57078

daiva@linotakas.com

GENERAL
INQUIRIES

+370 605 15350

info@linotakas.com


